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PREFACE TO T H E  2000 E D I T I O N  

The workers in the advanced nations have done all they could, or 
intended, to  do-which was always something short of revolution. 
-Oliver C. Cox, Capitalism as a System 

There is much to be admired in those who have struggled under the inspiration of 
Marxism. And no recitation of their courage and sacrifice would be adequate or 
sufficiently eloquent to capture their awesome achievements-or unhappy failures. 
But the same may be said of diverse other social movements over the centuries, 
equally inspired by particular constructions of human experience. What such histori- 
cal spectacles of human endeavor share, of course, is the magnificence of the human 
spirit: the inextinguishable resolve to refashion society according to some powerful 
but imperfect moral vision. 

Myths and theories of liberation have been constants in the long record of human 
experience. They are the bracing concomitants to impositions of domination and 
oppression, whatever the form of a particular regime. And even when the recorder of 
the moment was unsympathetic or downright hostile to even the most fugitive and 
muted affirmation of human integrity, there has been almost inevitably at least a 
trace-a hint-of the desire for a just order. Solon, Aristophanes, Plato, Isocrates, and 
Aristotle, notwithstanding their unrelieved identifications with the propertied classes 
of ancient Athens, all could not entirely conceal or effectively dismiss the moral 
challenges of the poor (demos), slaves, and women.' Among these writers were some 
of the most clever weavers of aristocratic flummery. So it is not surprising that if the 
moral authority spawned in the quest for freedom confounded their gifts for elo- 
quent argument, the same would be repeated over the next two thousand years in the 
works of their seemingly inexhaustible line of heirs. The medieval inquisition, with 
its vast clerical intelligentsia and uncontested access to lethal force, never achieved 
the extinction of the urban Waldensian, Franciscan, and Cathar rebellions against 
poverty, or the largely rural communisms which bubbled up from among the peas- 
ants and the Church's own convents and m~nasteries.~ And half a millennium later, 
though the sheer volume of three centuries of legislation, literature, and state force in 



support of slavery in Africa and the New World might have appeared daunting, 
history proves otherwise-the liberationist agenda of antislavery t r i~mphed .~  

These three examples from ancient Athens, medieval Europe, and the modern New 
World are merely instances, moments, in the extraordinary historical index of libera- 
tion. Presently one might surmise that more attention is being given to liberation's 
record than at any previous moment in Western historiography. At least in part, this 
is a legacy of Marxism. The more substantial inspiration, however, is the present state 
of the world. For the vast majority of the planet's peoples, the global economy 
publicizes itself in human misery. Thus, the simple fact is that liberationist move- 
ments abound in the real world-a reason for attention far more weighty than the 
self-serving conceits of capitalist triumphalism and the incessant chants of globalism 
which followed upon the disintegration of the Soviet Union. 

As Foucault recounted, neither Marx nor Engels were particularly audacious when 
they characterized the capitalist mode of production as voraciously exploitative. As far 
back as the eighteenth century, David Ricardo, Adam Smith, and numerous other 
nonradical predecessors in the emerging field of political economy had expressed 
similar doubts and u n e a ~ e . ~  Hegel's economic observations of industrial capitalism 
were even more immediate to the studies conducted by Engels and Marx. In the late 
eighteenth century, with uncharacteristic brevity and specificity, Hegel recorded: 
"Complete mercilessness. Factories, manufacturing, base their subsistence on the 
misery of one cla~s."~ What was stunning in the writings ofMarx and Engels, then, was 
not their mere recognition of class struggle but rather their sympathies in that strug- 
gle. While Kant and Hegel threw their support to the bureaucrats as that stratum 
which constituted what Hegel designated as the "universal class," Marx and Engels 
proposed the industrial proletariat, wage laborers. But quite possibly that was less an 
error in judgment (as Cox supposed) than a deceit: even in their own times, notwith- 
standing their different historical contexts and their specific political maneuvers, it 
should have been obvious that Kant, Hegel, Marx, and Engels all concealed their faith 
in philosophy. As Marx put it in 1844: "The weapon of criticism cannot, of course, sup- 
plant the criticism of weapons; material force must be overthrown by material force. 
But theory, too, will become material force as soon as it seizes the ma~ses."~ Given the 
miserable social and political chaos of their era (and of our own), we should have little 
difficulty in sympathizing with the impulse to seek political refuge-that is, a social 
agenda-in the illusory order and power of pure logic and ~peculation.~ 

The "masses" whom Marx presumed would be "seized" by theory were European 
male wage laborers and artisans in the metropoles ofwestern Europe, Britain, and the 
United States. Here both theory and Marx's casting of historical materialism betrayed 
him. Instead of the anarchic globalism of modern capitalist production and ex- 
change, Marx imagined a coherent ordering of things: congruous imperial sites from 
which cohorts of capitalists cultivated, directed, and dominated satellite societies. For 
Marx, capitalism consisted of a geometric whole whose elementary and often hid- 
den characteristics (price, value, accumulation, and profit) could be discovered with 
arithmetic means and certainty. 
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Driven, however, by the need to achieve the scientific elegance and interpretive 
economy demanded by theory, Marx consigned race, gender, culture, and history to 
the dustbin. Fully aware of the constant place women and children held in the 
workforce, Marx still deemed them so unimportant as a proportion of wage labor 
that he tossed them, with slave labor and peasants, into the imagined abyss signified 
by precapitalist, noncapitalist, and primitive acc~mulation.~ And how, can we sup- 
pose, was Marx's conception of the mode-specific, internal development of European 
productive forces to accommodate the technological borrowings from China, India, 
Africa, and the Americas which propelled the West into industrialism and imperial- 
ism?' As Andre Gunder Frank declares: 

the original sin of Marx, Weber, and their followers was to look for the "origin," 
"cause," "nature," "mechanism," indeed the "essence" of it [capitalism, develop- 
ment, modernization] all essentially in European exceptionalism instead of in the 
real world econornylsy~tem.~~ 

Marx's conceit was to presume that the theory of historical materialism explained 
history; but, at worst, it merely rearranged history. And at its best (for it must be 
acknowledged that there are some precious insights in Marxism), historical material- 
ism still only encapsulated an analytical procedure which resonated with bourgeois 
Europe, merely one fraction of the world economy. 

Eurocentrism and secular messianism, however, were not the only ideological 
elements which worked to constrict Marx's imaginary. There was an obvious geneal- 
ogy and a striking parallel between Aristotle's treatments of slaves and slavery and 
those of Marx. Aristotle saw slavery as necessary for the self-sufficiency of the polis, 
and in only rare instances were slaves expected to achieve a virtuous life. Given their 
marginal intelligence and development, Aristotle found no compelling reason for 
inquiry into the ethics, consciousness, or desires of slaves, content to state that "the 
slave is in a sense a part of his master, a living but separate part of his body."" Marx, 
though he found slavery abhorrent, similarly recessed slaves from his discourse on 
human freedom: "The slave only works swayed by fear, and it is not his existence itself 
which is at stake, since it is guaranteed to him even if it does not belong to him."12 
Their role in capitalist production, Marx believed, was an embarrassing residue of a 
precapitalist, ancient mode of production, which disqualified them from historical 
and political agency in the modern world. And this is not the only evidence that Marx 
had been substantially influenced by Aristotle. As much as on his own immediate 
predecessors (Kant, Hegel, etc.), Marx also had drawn on Aristotle for his notions of 
class and class conflict, the latter most frequently signified by ancient Greek writers as 
stasis. Moreover, in Capital, Marx had acknowledged the genius of Aristotle, whose 
discussion of use-value and exchange-value in the Politics had predated by one and 
three-quarters millenia any economic system which Marx was willing to acknowledge 
as capitalist.13 

How and by what Marx and Engels were seduced into these misapprehensions is 
explored in Part I of the following study. But of equal and perhaps greater interest are 
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the efforts of renegade radical thinkers to determine what those seductions were and 
how to recouperate radical theory from its blunders. These particular critics of Marx- 
ism were products of other histories, other intellectual traditions, and other, ne- 
glected participants in the world economy. When I took up this work, I was interested 
specifically in those radical thinkers who had emerged from what I have termed the 
Black Radical Tradition; how some of the most illustrious and perceptive of them 
came to terms with Marxism is explored in Part 111. Rather than belonging to the 
mercantile, bureaucratic, or technical classes of Western Europe, their foreparents 
had been the slaves and freedpersons of the West Indies and North America. More 
accurately, their predecessors had been human beings who happened to be slaves. 
And so in Part 11, in lieu of simply locating these foreparents in some passive, residual 
economic category, it was critical to explore the histories of their cultures and then 
how these enslaved people responded to and reacted against the violence which 
instigated and patrolled their slave statuses. Only through such an interrogation was it 
possible to demonstrate their roles in the initiation of the Black Radical Tradition. 

Ironically, to Black radicals of the twentieth century, one of the most compelling 
features of Marxism was its apparent universalism. Unlike the dominant historical 
discourses of the nineteenth century, historical materialism was inflected by an inter- 
nationalism and a scientific rigor which plainly transcended the obnoxious and sinis- 
ter claims for destiny exhibited by such conceits as German nationalism, British 
imperialism, the racism of the "White Man's Burden," and so forth. For a time, then, 
Marxism might have seemed an effective antidote to contemporary discourse. But 
Marxism's internationalism was not global; its materialism was exposed as an insuffi- 
cient explanator of cultural and social forces; and its economic determinism too often 
politically compromised freedom struggles beyond or outside of the metropole. For 
Black radicals, historically and immediately linked to social bases predominantly 
made up of peasants and farmers in the West Indies, or sharecroppers and peons in 
North America, or forced laborers on colonial plantations in Africa, Marxism ap- 
peared distracted from the cruelest and most characteristic manifestations of the 
world economy. This exposed the inadequacies of Marxism as an apprehension of the 
modern world, but equally troubling was Marxism's neglect and miscomprehension 
of the nature and genesis of liberation struggles which already had occurred and 
surely had yet to appear among these peoples. 

The Black Radical Tradition was an accretion, over generations, of collective intel- 
ligence gathered from struggle. In the daily encounters and petty resistances to domi- 
nation, slaves had acquired a sense of the calculus of oppression as well as its overt 
organization and instrumentation. These experiences lent themselves to a means of 
preparation for more epic resistance movements. The first organized revolts in the 
slave castles in Africa, and on board slave ships, were generally communal in the 
terms of their Old World kinships (Bambara, Ganga, Yoruba, etc.). These rebellions 
sought return to African homelands and a repair of the discontinuity produced by 
enslavement and transportation. Later, in the colonial settlements, when conditions 
were favorable, revolts often took the form of marronage, a concession to the re- 
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location of slavery and to the new, syncretic cultural identities emergent from the 
social cauldron of slave organization. Newly transported "outlaw" Africans and creole 
Blacks, and sometimes Native Americans and European slaves, withdrew beyond the 
patrolled presence of exploitation to forge egalitarian societies. 

With each historical moment, however, the rationale and cultural mechanisms of 
domination became more transparent. Race was its epistemology, its ordering princi- 
ple, its organizing structure, its moral authority, its economy of justice, commerce, 
and power. Aristotle, one of the most original aristocratic apologists, had provided 
the template in Natural Law. In inferiorizing women ("[TI he deliberative faculty of 
the soul is not present at all in the slave; in a female it is present but ineffective" 
[Politics, i26oaiz]), non-Greeks, and all laborers (slaves, artisans, farmers, wage work- 
ers, etc.: "[Tlhe mass of mankind are evidently quite slavish in their tastes, preferring 
a life suitable to beasts" [Nicomachean Ethics, 1095b20]), Aristotle had articulated an 
uncompromising racial construct. And from the twelfth century on, one European 
ruling order after another, one cohort of clerical or secular propagandists following 
another, reiterated and embellished this racial calculus.14 As the Black Radical Tradi- 
tion was distilled from the racial antagonisms which were arrayed along a continuum 
from the casual insult to the most ruthless and lethal rules of law; from the objec- 
tifications of entries in marine cargo manifests, auction accountancy, plantation 
records, broadsheets and newspapers; from the loftiness of Christian pulpits and 
biblical exegesis to the minutia of slave-naming, dress, types of food, and a legion of 
other significations, the terrible culture of race was revealed. Inevitably, the tradition 
was transformed into a radical force. And in its most militant manifestation, no 
longer accustomed to the resolution that flight and withdrawal were sufficient, the 
purpose of the struggles informed by the tradition became the overthrow of the 
whole race-based structure. 

In the studies of these struggles, and often through engagement with them, the 
Black Radical Tradition began to emerge and overtake Marxism in the work of these 
Black radicals. W. E. B. Du Bois, in the midst of the antilynching movement, C. L. R. 
James, in the vortex of anticolonialism, and Richard Wright, the sharecropper's son, 
all brought forth aspects of the militant tradition which had informed successive 
generations of Black freedom fighters. These predecessors were Africans by origins, 
predominantly recruited from the same cultural matrices, subjected to similar and 
interrelated systems of servitude and oppression, and mobilized by identical impulses 
to recover their dignity. And over the centuries, the liberation projects of these men 
and women in Africa, the Caribbean, and the Americas acquired similar emergent 
collective forms in rebellion and marronage, similar ethical and moral articulations 
of resistance; increasingly, they merged as a function of what Hegel might have 
recognized as the negation of the negation in the world system. Hegel's "cunning of 
history," for one instance, was evident when in the late eighteenth and early nine- 
teenth centuries, Franco-Haitian slaveowners fled to Louisiana, Virginia, and the 
Carolinas with as many slaves as they could transport, thereby also transporting the 
Haitian Revolution. The outrage, courage, and vision of that revolution helped in- 
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spire the Pointe Coupee Conspiracy in 1795 in Louisiana, the Gabriel-led rebellion in 
1800 in Virginia, and the rebellion organized by Denmark Vesey in 1822 outside of 
Charle~ton.'~ And, in turn, Denmark's movement informed the revolutionary tract, 
APPEAL in Four Articles; Together with a Preamble, to the Coloured Citizens of the 
World, But in  Particular, and Very Expressly, to Those of the United States of America, 
penned by David Walker in Boston in 1829. 

Du Bois drew on Hegelian dialectics and Marx's notions of class struggle to correct 
the interpretations of the American Civil War and its subsequent Reconstruction 
period grown dominant in American historiography (for instance, Woodrow Wil- 
son's A History of the American People [1908]) and popular culture (Thomas Dixon's 
and D. W. Griffith's Birth of a Nation [1915]).16 Undaunted by the fact that he was 
already on forbidden terrain in the thinking of Hegel, Marx, and his own American 
contemporaries, Du Bois ventured further, uncovering the tradition. Almost simulta- 
neously, James discovered the tradition in the Haitian Revolution. And only a little 
later, Wright contributed his own critique of proletarian politics from the vantage 
point of the Black Radical Tradition. For Du Bois, James, and Wright, Marxism 
became a staging area for their immersion into the tradition. Black Marxism was not 
a site of contestation between Marxism and the tradition, nor a revision. It was a new 
vision centered on a theory of the cultural corruption of race. And thus the reach and 
cross-fertilization of the tradition became evident in the anticolonial and revolution- 
ary struggles of Africa, the Caribbean, and the Americas. 

As a culture of liberation, the tradition crossed the familiar bounds of social and 
historical narrative. Just as in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, to take one 
instance, African marronage infected Native American and African settlements in 
Florida to produce the Black Seminoles who fought against the United States for three 
decades, the tradition has effused in myriad forms and locations. For some sense ofthe 
diversity, one might examine how the tradition insinuated itself quite unexpectedly 
into the writings of Harriet Beecher Stowe when she authored A Key to Uncle Tom's 
Cabin (1853), and particularly Dred, a Tale of the Great Dismal Swamp (1856); into the 
Blacks who volunteered during the Civil War, and those in the American military who 
sent letters of outrage from the Philippines during the Spanish-American War; into 
Pentecostalism in the early twentieth century; into the blues composed by Rainey and 
all the women named Smith; and into the filmic work of Oscar Micheaux during the 
silent film era. Reviewing this list, I suspect the Black Radical Tradition extends into 
cultural and political terrains far beyond my competence to relate. 

In short, as a scholar it was never my purpose to exhaust the subject, only to suggest 
that it was there. 

Notes 

I. See my forthcoming study of the history of Western socialism, The Anthropology ofMarxism (Hanover, 
N.H.: University Press of New England); and Cynthia Farrar, The Origins of Democratic Thinking (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 1988). 
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INTRODUCTION 

This study attempts to map the historical and intellectual contours of the encounter 
of Marxism and Black radicalism, two programs for revolutionary change. I have 
undertaken this effort in the belief that in its way each represents a significant and 
immanent mode of social resolution, but that each is a particular and critically 
different realization of a history. The point is that they may be so distinct as to be 
incommensurable. At issue here is whether this is so. If it is, judgments must be made, 
choices taken. 

The inquiry required that both Marxism and Black radicalism be subjected to 
interrogations of unusual form: the first, Marxism, because few of its adherents have 
striven hard enough to recognize its profound but ambiguous indebtedness to West- 
ern civilization; the second, Black radicalism, because the very circumstance of its 
appearance has required that it be misinterpreted and diminished. I have hoped to 
contribute to the correction of these errors by challenging in both instances the 
displacement of history by aeriform theory and self-serving legend. Whether I have 
succeeded is for the reader to judge. But first it may prove useful to outline the 
construction of the study. 

In Western societies for the better part of the past two centuries, the active and intel- 
lectual opposition of the Left to class rule has been vitalized by the vision of a socialist 
order: an arrangement of human relations grounded on the shared responsibility and 
authority over the means of social production and reproduction. The variations on 
the vision have been many, but over the years of struggle the hardiest tradition has 
proven to be that identified with the work and writings of Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels, 
and V. I. Lenin. Obviously here the term "tradition" is used rather loosely since the 
divergencies of opinion and deed between Marx, Engels, and Lenin have been demon- 
strated by history to be as significant as their correspondence. Nevertheless, in com- 
mon as well as in academic parlance, these three activist-intellectuals are taken to be 
the principal figures of Marxist or Marxist-Leninist socialism. Marxism was founded 
on the study of the capitalist expropriation and exploitation of labor as first taken up 
by Engels, then elaborated by Marx's "material theory of history," his recognition of 
the evolving systems of capitalist production and the inevitability of class struggle, and 
later augmented by Lenin's conceptions of imperialism, the state, the "dictatorship of 
the proletariat," and the role of the revolutionary party. It has provided the ideological, 
historical, and political vocabulary for much of the radical and revolutionary presence 



emergent in modern Western societies. Elsewhere, in lands economically parasitized 
by the capitalist world system, or in those rare instances where its penetration has been 
quarantined by competing historical formations, some sorts of Marxism have again 
translated a concern with fundamental social change. 

However, it is still fair to say that at base, that is at its epistemological substratum, 
Marxism is a Western construction-a conceptualization of human affairs and his- 
torical development that is emergent from the historical experiences of European 
peoples mediated, in turn, through their civilization, their social orders, and their 
cultures. Certainly its philosophical origins are indisputably Western. But the same 
must be said of its analytical presumptions, its historical perspectives, its points of 
view. This most natural consequence though has assumed a rather ominous signifi- 
cance since European Marxists have presumed more frequently than not that their 
project is identical with world-historical development. Confounded it would seem by 
the cultural zeal that accompanies ascendant civilizations, they have mistaken for 
universal verities the structures and social dynamics retrieved from their own distant 
and more immediate pasts. Even more significantly, the deepest structures of "his- 
torical materialism," the foreknowledge for its comprehension of historical move- 
ment, have tended to relieve European Marxists from the obligation of investigating 
the profound effects of culture and historical experience on their science. The order- 
ing ideas that have persisted in Western civilization (and Marx himself as we shall see 
was driven to admit such phenomena), reappearing in successive "stages" of its 
development to dominate arenas of social ideology, have little or no theoretical justifi- 
cation in Marxism for their existence. One such recurring idea is racialism: the 
legitimation and corroboration of social organization as natural by reference to the 
"racial" components of its elements. Though hardly unique to European peoples, its 
appearance and codification, during the feudal period, into Western conceptions of 
society was to have important and enduring consequences. 

In the first part of this study, I have devoted three chapters to explicating the 
appearance and formulation of racial sensibility in Western civilization and its social 
and ideological consequences. Chapter 1 reconstructs the history of the emergence of 
racial order in feudal Europe and delineates its subsequent impact on the organiza- 
tion of labor under capitalism. Racism, I maintain, was not simply a convention for 
ordering the relations of European to non-European peoples but has its genesis in the 
"internal" relations of European peoples. As part of the inventory of Western civiliza- 
tion it would reverberate within and without, transferring its toll from the past to the 
present. In contradistinction to Marx's and Engels's expectations that bourgeois so- 
ciety would rationalize social relations and demystify social consciousness, the ob- 
verse occurred. The development, organization, and expansion of capitalist society 
pursued essentially racial directions, so too did social ideology. As a material force, 
then, it could be expected that racialism would inevitably permeate the social struc- 
tures emergent from capitalism. I have used the term "racial capitalism" to refer to 
this development and to the subsequent structure as a historical agency. The second 
chapter, as it rehearses the formation of the working classes in England, looks pre- 
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cisely at this phenomenon. Since the English working classes were the social basis for 
Engels's conceptualization of the modern proletariat, and conjoined with the sans- 
culotte of the French Revolution to occupy a similar place in Marx's thought, their 
evolving political and ideological character is of signal importance in reckoning the 
objective basis for Marxist theory. Of particular interest is the extent to which racial- 
ism (and subsequently nationalism) both as ideology and actuality affected the class 
consciousness of workers in England. In the intensely racial social order of England's 
industrializing era, the phenomenology of the relations of production bred no objec- 
tive basis for the extrication of the universality of class from the particularisms of 
race. Working-class discourse and politics remained marked by the architectonic 
possibilities previously embedded in the culture. 

But the appearance of European socialism and its development into a tradition 
was, as well, somewhat at odds with socialism's subsequent historiography and ortho- 
doxies. The third chapter pursues among the middle classes the obscured origins of 
socialism and the contradictions that weakened its political and ideological expres- 
sions. It was indeed nationalism, a second "bourgeois" accretion, that most subverted 
the socialist creation. Nationalism, as a mix of racial sensibility and the economic 
interests of the national bourgeoisies, was as powerful an ideological impulse as any 
spawned from these strata. As an acquired temper and as a historical force met on the 
fields of social and political revolution, nationalism bemused the founders of histori- 
cal materialism and those who followed them. It was to overtake both the direction of 
capitalist development and eventually the formative structures of socialist societies as 
they appeared in the present century. The historical trajectories of those develop- 
ments, again, were almost entirely unexpected in a theoretical universe from which it 
had been discerned that ideology and false consciousness were supposedly being 
expelled. When in its time Black radicalism became manifest within Western society 
as well as at the other junctures between European and African peoples, one might 
correctly expect that Western radicalism was no more receptive to it than were the 
apologists of power. 

Part I1 takes up this other radical tradition, Black radicalism, the conditions of its 
historical emergence, its forms, and its nature. This exposition begins in chapter 4 
with the reinvestigation of the past relations between Europeans and Africans, a past 
that has been transformed by Europeans and for Europeans into a grotesque parody, a 
series of legends as monstrously proportioned as Pliny's Blemmyae "whose heads 1 Do 
grow beneath their shoulders." The obscuring of the Black radical tradition is seated 
in the West's suppression of Europe's previous knowledge of the African (and its own) 
past. The denial of history to African peoples took time-several hundreds of years- 
beginning with the emergence of Western Europeans from the shadow of Muslim 
domination and paternalism. It was also a process that was to transport the image of 
Africa across separate planes of dehumanization latticed by the emerging modalities 
of Western culture. In England, at first gripped by a combative and often hysterical 
Christianity-complements of the crusades, the "reconquests," and the rise of Italian 
capitalism-medieval English devouts recorded dreams in which the devil appeared 
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as "a blacke moore," "an Ethiope." This was part of the grammar of the church, the 
almost singular repository of knowledge in Europe. Centuries later the Satanic gave 
way to the representation of Africans as a different sort of beast: dumb, animal labor, 
the benighted recipient of the benefits of slavery. Thus the "Negro" was conceived. 
The Negro-whose precedents could be found in the racial fabrications concealing 
the Slavs (the slaves), the Irish and others-substantially eradicated in Western histor- 
ical consciousness the necessity of remembering the significance of Nubia for Egypt's 
formation, of Egypt in the development of Greek civilization, of Africa for imperial 
Rome, and more pointedly of Islam's influence on Europe's economic, political, and 
intellectual history. From such a creature not even the suspicion of tradition needed 
to be entertained. In its stead there was the Black slave, a consequence masqueraded as 
an anthropology and a history. 

The creation of the Negro was obviously at the cost of immense expenditures of 
psychic and intellectual energies in the West. The exercise was obligatory. It was an 
effort commensurate with the importance Black labor power possessed for the world 
economy sculpted and dominated by the ruling and mercantile classes of Western 
Europe. As chapter 5 indicates, the Atlantic slave trade and the slavery of the New 
World were integral to the modern world economy. Their relationship to capitalism 
was historical and organic rather than adventitious or synthetic. The Italian financiers 
and merchants whose capital subsidized Iberian exploration of the Atlantic and 
Indian oceans were also masters of (largely "European") slave colonies in the Mediter- 
ranean. Certainly slave labor was one of their bases for what Marx termed "primitive 
accumulation." But it would be an error to arrest the relationship there, assigning 
slave labor to some "pre-capitalist" stage of history. For more than 300 years slave 
labor persisted beyond the beginnings of modern capitalism, complementing wage 
labor, peonage, serfdom, and other methods of labor coercion. Ultimately, this meant 
that the interpretation of history in terms of the dialectic of capitalist class struggles 
would prove inadequate, a mistake ordained by the preoccupation of Marxism with 
the industrial and manufacturing centers of capitalism; a mistake founded on the 
presumptions that Europe itself had produced, that the motive and material forces 
that generated the capitalist system were to be wholly located in what was a fictive 
historical entity. From its very foundations capitalism had never been-any more 
than Europe-a "closed system." 

Necessarily then, Marx's and Engels's theory of revolution was insufficient in scope: 
the European proletariat and its social allies did not constitute the revolutionary 
subject of history, nor was working-class consciousness necessarily the negation of 
bourgeois culture. Out of what was in reality a rather more complex capitalist world 
system (and one to which Marx in his last decade paid closer attention), other 
revolutionary forces emerged as well. Informed as they were by the ideas and cultures 
drawn from their own historical experiences, these movements assumed forms only 
vaguely anticipated in the radical traditions of the West. In the terms of capitalist 
society they were its negation, but that was hardly the source of their being. And 
among them was the persistent and continuously evolving resistance of African peo- 
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ples to oppression. The sixth chapter rehearses the history of this Black radical 
tradition in the African diaspora and to some extent in the African continent itself. As 
both this and the seventh chapter attempt to demonstrate, the record of resistance for 
four centuries or more, from Nueva Espana to Nyasaland, leaves in no doubt the 
specifically African character of those struggles. Resistances were formed through the 
meanings that Africans brought to the New World as their cultural possession; mean- 
ings sufficiently distinct from the foundations of Western ideas as to be remarked 
upon over and over by the European witnesses of their manifestations; meanings 
enduring and powerful enough to survive slavery to become the basis of an opposi- 
tion to it. With Western society as a condition, that tradition almost naturally as- 
sumed a theoretical aspect as well. 

The third and final section of this study traces the social and intellectual back- 
grounds of the processes that led to the theoretical articulation of Black radicalism. 
The conditions for modern Black theory were present first in the African diaspora. 
Far from Africa and physically enveloped by hostile communities, Black opposition 
acquired a penetrative comprehension. But it was a social and political as well as a 
historical process that nurtured theory. In the pursuit of that process I have identified 
three seminal Black radical intellectuals: William Edward Burkhardt Du Bois, Cyril 
Lionel Robert James, and Richard Nathaniel Wright. They have been chosen for 
detailed treatment not only because they made substantial contributions to the theo- 
retical text, but because their lives and circumstances were prisms of the events 
impending on and emanating from the Black radical tradition. Their reactions to 
their confrontation with Black resistance, the very means used for their expression 
were distinct but related, characterized by circumstance, temperament, and training. 
Though their lives were very dissimilar-only Wright could be said to have been 
directly produced by the Black peasant and working classes-they all came to that 
tradition late (and hesitantly, as I will argue with respect to Du Bois and James). For 
all three, though, Marxism had been the prior commitment, the first encompassing 
and conscious experience of organized opposition to racism, exploitation, and domi- 
nation. As Marxists, their apprenticeships proved to be significant but ultimately 
unsatisfactory. In time, events and experience drew them toward Black radicalism 
and the discovery of a collective Black resistance inspired by an enduring cultural 
complex of historical apprehension. In these concluding chapters I have attempted to 
demonstrate how and why this was so. Taken together, the efforts of Du Bois, James, 
and Wright consisted of a first step toward the creation of an intellectual legacy that 
would complement the historical force of Black struggle. Their destiny, I suggest, was 
not to create the idea of that struggle so much as to articulate it. Regardless, the Black 
opposition to domination has continued to acquire new forms. In a very real sense 
then, the present study follows. 
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new theory and can apply it without more ado from the moment they have 
mastered its main principles, and even those not always correctly.lo9 

This criteria might well have been extended to the more mature, and ultimately more 
responsible, members of later generations of Marxists. It would have to be deepened, 
however, to fathom the structure of Marxian theory. 

With respect to Marxism's failure in determining the historical force and character 
of ideology as nationalism, another of Engels's remarks is apropos: 

[Olnce an historic element has been brought into the world by other, ultimately 
economic causes, it reacts, can react on its environment and even on the causes that 
have given rise to it.l1° 

Just as the expansion of capitalism has resulted in the preservation of certain aspects 
of non- ("pre-") capitalist modes of production, there is also evidence that national- 
ism in many places has assumed forms largely organized through ideational systems 
indigenous to those peoples exploited by the world market. It is not entirely accurate 
to argue as Tom Nairn has recently that: 

Nationalism defeated socialism in the zone of high development, forcing it out- 
wards into successive areas of backwardness where it was bound to become part of 
their great compensatory drive to catch up-an ideology of development or indus- 
trialization, rather than one of post-capitalist society.''' 

Nairn suggests the transfer of a socialism bred in the historical conditions at the 
center of industrial capitalism. This is a socialism capable of changing place without 
changing character! However, no single model of socialist industrialization or de- 
velopment has resulted from the revolutionary social orders of the Soviet Union, the 
People's Republic of China, Cuba, Vietnam, Kampuchea, Mozambique, or Angola. 
That is because each of these revolutionary orders is informed by political, moral, and 
ideological presumptions with priorities that precede their envelopment into the 
modern world system. Again, it may not be the case that we have seen "the full 
historical potential of 'nationalism.' "112 

Conclusion 

Among the several curious and unhappy legacies in Western civilizations of those 
centuries nearest to us are the system of capitalism and the beliefs in rationalism and 
science. But perhaps in some sense the term "legacy" is inappropriate, not the least for 
its suggestions of fatality, for none of these has passed away. Capitalism, rationalism, 
and scientism are not merely forms of activity (production) and reflexives of that 
activity. Each became a momentous historical force, providing substantially the char- 
acter of the present industrial world-its character, but not necessarily its historical 
direction. This has been, of course, a frustrating disappointment to some-particu- 
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larly those who believed that through the movement of capitalism they had dis- 
covered the nature, that is, the basis for historical change. For them, perhaps, the 
most disturbing social phenomenon of our time has been the "re-emergence" of 
ideology-what Marx called partial consciousness-to its prescientific, prerational 
prominence in the affairs of humankind. Ideology, especially in the twentieth century, 
has come to play a discordant role within the body of modern social thought, some- 
what akin to that which slavery assumed among the rationalistic analytical frame- 
works concomitant to the rise of capitalism. Ideology, simply, is a negation of those 
strains of contemporary social inquiry that have become dominant. Its "intrusions" 
in our century and the one that preceded it have helped to abort those social and 
historical processes believed to be necessary and inevitable; have catalyzed rebellions 
and revolutions in often unlikely circumstances and among unlikely peoples; and 
have assisted in extraordinary historical achievement where failure was "objectively" 
immanent. As an ally of historical forces only poorly understood, ideology has ex- 
posed Western thought both in its form as mechanical Marxism for its reduction- 
ism,"' and, in an entirely different way, liberal thought for its reifications.l14 

The limits of Western radicalism as demonstrated in Marxist theory, the most 
sustained critique of the modern era, are endemic to Western civilization. Those 
limitations relate directly to the "understanding" of consciousness, and the per- 
sistence of racialism in Western thought was of primary importance. It would have 
been exceedingly difficult and most unlikely that such a civilization in its ascendancy 
as a significant power in the world would produce a tradition of self-examination 
sufficiently critical to expose one of its most profound terms of order. Racialism, as I 
have tried to show, ran deep in the bowels of Western culture, negating its varying 
social relations of production and distorting their inherent contradictions. The com- 
prehension of the particular configuration of racist ideology and Western culture has 
to be pursued historically through successive eras of violent domination and social 
extraction that directly involved European peoples during the better part of two 
millennia. Racialism insinuated not only medieval, feudal, and capitalist social struc- 
tures, forms of property, and modes of production, but as well the very values and 
traditions of consciousness through which the peoples of these ages came to under- 
stand their worlds and their experiences. Western culture, constituting the structure 
from which European consciousness was appropriated, the structure in which social 
identities and perceptions were grounded in the past, transmitted a racialism that 
adapted to the political and material exigencies of the moment. In the medieval and 
feudal social orders of the European hinterland and the Mediterranean, racialism was 
substantiated by specific sets of exploitation through which particular caste or classes 
exploited and expropriated disparate peoples. 

At the very beginnings of European civilization (meaning literally the reappearance 
of urban life at the end of the first Christian millennium), the integration of the 
Germanic migrants with older European peoples resulted in a social order of domina- 
tion from which a racial theory of order emerged; one from which the medieval 
nobilities would immerse themselves and their power in fictional histories, positing 
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distinct racial origins for rulers and the dominated. The extension of slavery and the 
application of racism to non-European peoples as an organizing structure by first the 
ruling feudal strata and then the bourgeoisies of the fourteenth, fifteenth, and six- 
teenth centuries retained this practical habit, this social convention. And as we shall 
soon see in Part 11, from the seventeenth century on, English merchant capital (to cite 
an important example) incorporated African labor in precisely these terms, that is, 
the same terms through which it had earlier absorbed Irish labor. Moreover, Euro- 
pean racialism was to undergo a kind of doubling onto itself, for in between the era 
of intra-European racism that characterized the first appearance of European con- 
sciousness and the predatory era of African enslavement, is the almost entirely exoge- 
nous phenomenon of Islamic domination of the Mediterranean-the eventual fount 
of European revitalization and recivilization. Independent of the historical meshings 
of European development but profoundly restricting that development-first in liter- 
ally retarding European social development by isolating it from civil life, science, 
speculative thought, and so on, and then, after four centuries, by accelerating its 
recovery from the twelfth century onward-Muslim civilization mapped the contours 
of the European cultural renaissance. These events were to leave tell-tale marks on 
Western consciousness: the fear and hatred of "blackamoors"; the demonization of 
Islam; the transfiguration of Muhammad the Prophet into the anti-Christ. Not sur- 
prisingly, Europeans, that is "Christendom:' still experience recurrences of antipathy 
toward what became their shared phantasmagoria. 

In short, there were at least four distinct moments that must be apprehended in 
European racialism; two whose origins are to be found within the dialectic of Euro- 
pean development, and two that are not: 

1. the racial ordering of European society from its formative period, which extends 
into the medieval and feudal ages as "blood and racial beliefs and legends. 
2. the Islamic (i.e., Arab, Persian, Turkish, and African) domination of Mediterra- 
nean civilization and the consequent retarding of European social and cultural life: 
the Dark Ages. 
3. the incorporation of African, Asian, and peoples of the New World into the 
world system emerging from late feudalism and merchant capitalism. 
4. the dialectic of colonialism, plantocratic slavery, and resistance from the six- 
teenth century forward, and the formations of industrial labor and labor reserves. 

It is now a convention to begin the analysis of racism in Western societies with the 
third moment; entirely ignoring the first and second and only partially coming to 
terms with the fourth. As we shall observe in the next section of this study, the results 
have been rather bizarre: some students of racism have happily reiterated the premise 
of a sort of mass psychology of chromatic trauma in which European reactions to 
darker-skinned peoples are seen as natural; others, including Marxists, have argued 
for a simplistic "empiricism" where the inevitable consequences of slavery and domi- 
nation are the rationalizations of racial superiority and inferiority. In each instance, 
the root of the methodological and conceptual flaws is the same: the presumption 
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that the social and historical processes that matter, which are determinative, are 
European. All else, it seems, is derivative. (On this score the preoccupation of Western 
radicalism with capitalism as a system has served the same purpose. Marxists have 
often argued that national liberation movements in the Third World are secondary to 
the interests of the industrial proletariat in the capitalist metropoles, or that they need 
to be understood only as the social efflux of world capitalism. Such movements 
require fitting in at the margins of the model for socialist revolution.) What is 
least defensible though, is how scant the attention paid to intra-European racialism 
has been. 

We have now given consideration to the first moment of European racialism; it is 
time to explore the other three. This we shall do, but with a difference. History will no 
longer be left to revolve around European peoples or to originate from Europe as its 
center. In Part 11, in particular respecting African peoples and the African diaspora, 
we will explore the foundations of the modern era as they were forged or enhanced by 
the activities of other peoples. In focusing on the history of the struggles of Black 
peoples for a different social order, we will of course, be reminded again of the 
limitations of Western radicalism, but more importantly we shall be preparing our- 
selves for a more profound understanding of the Black radical tradition. When in 
turn we have concluded that preparation, we shall then examine the pioneering 
efforts of Black radical theorists. This, too, will provide us with some insight into the 
problems of Western radicalism. The basis of Part I11 will be the thought of three 
Black ideologists, Du Bois, James, and Wright, who became conscious of their own 
positions and that of Black struggles in Western civilization and thought. Their 
attempts to reconcile their social consciousness to the priorities of "historical mate- 
rialism" led to a critique of the very tradition in which they sought relief, and finally 
to a radical Black consciousness. Most important, however, is their eventual encoun- 
ter with the Black radical tradition. The result was the first theoretical articulation of a 
revolutionary tradition whose nature was founded on a very different historical role 
for consciousness than was anticipated in Western radicalism. The object informing 
this study is to synthesize the elements of that emergent Black tradition into a co- 
herent schema so that its remarkable insights and its historical project might assume 
their most authentic significance. 
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Our first step is relatively easy because it was always there, always indicated, in the 
histories of the radical tradition. Again and again, in the reports, casual memoirs, 
official accounts, eye-witness observations, and histories of each of the tradition's 
episodes, fiom the sixteenth century to the events recounted in last week's or last 
month's journals, one note has occurred and recurred: the absence of mass violence.' 
Western observers, often candid in their amazement, have repeatedly remarked that 
in the vast series of encounters between Blacks and their oppressors, only some of 
which have been recounted above, Blacks have seldom employed the level of violence 
that they (the Westerners) understood the situation required.* When we recall that in 
the New World of the nineteenth century the approximately 60 whites lulled in the 
Nat Turner insurrection was one of the largest totals for that century; when we recall 
that in the massive uprisings of slaves in 1831 in Jamaica-where 300,000 slaves lived 
under the domination of30,ooo whites-only 14 white casualties were reported, when 
in revolt after revolt we compare the massive and often indiscriminate reprisals of the 
civilized master class (the employment of terror) to the scale of violence of the slaves 
(and at present their descendants), at least one impression is that a very different and 
shared order of things existed among these brutally violated p e ~ p l e . ~  Why did Nat 
Turner, admittedly a violent man, spare poor whites? Why did Toussaint escort his 
absent "master's" family to safety before joining the slave revolution? Why was "no 
white person killed in a slave rebellion in colonial Virgi~~ia"?~ Why would Edmund 
Morgan or Gerald Mullin argue that slave brutality was directly related to accultura- 
tion, "that the more slaves came to resemble the indigent freemen whom they dis- 
placed, the more dangerous they be~ame"?~ Every century it was the same. The people 
with Chilembwe in 1915 force-marched European women and children to the safety of 
colonist ~ettlement.~ And in that tradition, in the 1930S, James ambivalently found 
Dessalines wanting for his transgressions of the tradition. Dessalines was a military 
genius, yes. He was shrewd, cunning, but he was also a man whose hatred had to be 
kept "in ~heck."~ 

There was violence of course, but in this tradition it most often was turned inward: 
the active against the passive, or as was the case of the Nongquase of 1856, the 
community against its material aspect. This was not "savagery" as the gentlemen- 
soldiers of nineteenth- and twentieth-century European armies arrogantly reported 
to their beloved publics at home. Neither was it the "fratricide" of Fanon's extended 
Fre~dianism.~ And only seldom was it the devouring "revolutionary terror" of the 
"international bourgeois democratic revolution" that Genovese's neo-Marxism has 
led him to ackn~wledge.~ This violence was not inspired by an external object, it was 
not understood as a part of an attack on a system, or an engagement with an abstrac- 
tion of oppressive structures and relations. Rather it was their "Jonestown," our 
Nongquase: The renunciation of actual being for historical being; the preservation of 
the ontological totality granted by a metaphysical system that had never allowed 
for property in either the physical, philosophical, temporal, legal, social, or psychic 
senses. For them defeat or victory was an internal affair. Like those in the 1950s who 
took to the mountains and forests of Kenya to become the Land and Freedom Army, 
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the material or "objective" power of the enemy was irrelevant to their destinies. His 
machines, which flung metal missiles, his vessels of smoke, gas, fire, disease, all were 
of lesser relevance than the integral totality of the people themselves. This was what 
Chilembwe meant when he entreated his people to "strike a blow and die." This is 
what all the Jakobos in all the thousands of Chishawashas and at all the tens of 
thousands of beer-parties that dot the Black world have been saying for tens of 
generations: "we had only ourselves to blame for defeat."1° This was a revolutionary 
consciousness that proceeded from the whole historical experience of Black people 
and not merely from the social formations of capitalist slavery or the relations of 
production of colonialism. 

It becomes clear, then, that for the period between the mid-sixteenth and mid- 
nineteenth centuries, it was an African tradition that grounded collective resistance 
by Blacks to slavery and colonial imperialism. This is precisely what Gerald Mullin 
discovered and wrote about in his study of Blacks in eighteenth-century Virginia. 
There he concluded: 

Whatever the precise meaning of procurement for the African as a person, his 
fellowship or affectivity, a core area of human behavior, remained intact as a slave. 
Africans, assuming that resistance was a group activity, ran off with their own 
countrymen, and American-born slaves including m ~ l a t t o e s . ~ ~  

Further on, he would make the point again, only differently and more to our immedi- 
ate point: " 'Outlandish' Africans often reacted to their new condition by attempting 
to escape, either to return to Africa or to form settlements of fugitives to recreate their 
old life in the new land. These activities were not predicated upon the Africans' 
experience of plantation life, but on a total rejection of their lot."12 Such was the stuff 
from which legends were made among the Africans. Where to deny to one's self the 
eating of salt (the "ocean-sea"?) was a guarantee of the retention of the power to fly, 
really fly, home.13 All of it was a part of a tradition that was considerably different 
from what was made of the individualistic and often spontaneous motives that ener- 
gized the runaway, the arsonist, the poisoner. It more easily sustained suicide than 
assault, and its ideological, psycho-social, cultural, and historical currencies were 
more charismatic than political. When its actualization was frustrated, it became 
obeah, voodoo, myalism, pocomania-the religions of the oppressed as Vittorio Lan- 
ternari put it.I4 When it was realized, it could become the Palmares, the Bush Negro 
settlements, and, at its heights, Haiti. But always, its focus was on the structures of the 
mind. Its epistemology granted supremacy to metaphysics not the material. 

It was the mind, metaphysics, ideology, consciousness that was Mackandel's tool in 
mid-eighteenth-century Haiti. He persuaded the Blacks and their masters to sense the 
hatred of the slaves in palpable terms. Ordinary precautions were irrelevant, what the 
slaves could be physically obstructed from accomplishing was unimportant. Their 
hatred was a material force, capable of snuffing the lives from masters who had gone 
so far as to import their foods from France and had unloaded the precious cargo with 
their own hands. It was the same with Hyacinth. His army could rush the cannon of 
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the French forces "without fear or care for the volleys," shoving their arms into the 
cannons' mouths. They knew, they believed that "if they were killed they would wake 
again in Africa." On that final day of March 1792,z,ooo of them "died," to a mere loo 
of their opponents, but they were doubly blessed: they won the battle and even their 
dead were free.15 Boukman possessed the same truth. And so did Romaine. Nanny, 
who had preceded her Haitian sister by sixty years, was warmed in her mountainous 
retreat in Jamaica by that very same consciousness. They lived on their terms, they 
died on their terms, they obtained their freedom on their terms. Thus it was with 
obeahmen and obeahwomen, and papaloi. These were the terms that these African 
peasants and farmers had brought with them to their captivity. They were also the 
only terms in which their freedom could be acquired. At Richmond, Virginia, in the 
summer of 1800, Gabriel had not quite realized this vision, but his George Smith did. 
Smith believed in Africa and knew of the "outlandish people," that they dealt with 
"Witches and Wizards, and thus [would be] useful in Armies to tell when any calam- 
ity was about to befall them."16 In 1822 in Charleston, South Carolina, Denmark Vesey 
realized it, but his Gullah Jack knew it too little. And in 1830, old Nat brought it 
to fruition. 

Only Nat Turner, who charged his plan with supernatural signs, and sacred, poetic 
language that inspired action, was able to transcend the world of the plantation and 
the city. Only Turner led a "sustained" insurrection." 

It could not be otherwise. This is what the Black radical tradition made manifest. It 
was a consciousness implicated in what Amos Tutuola so many generations later 
would name "the bush of the gh~sts.'' '~ In the twentieth century, when Black radical 
thinkers had acquired new habits of thought in keeping, some of them supposed, 
with the new conditions of their people, their task eventually became the revelation of 
the older tradition. Not surprisingly, they would discover it first in their history, and 
finally all around them. 

The Black radical tradition that they were to rediscover from a Black historical 
experience nearly grounded under the intellectual weight and authority of the official 
European version of the past, was to be the foundation upon which they stood. From 
this vantage point they could survey the theoretical, ideological, and political instru- 
mentation with which Western radicalism approached the problem of revolutionary 
social change. The Black radical tradition cast doubt on the extent to which capitalism 
penetrated and re-formed social life and on its ability to create entirely new categories 
of human experience stripped bare of the historical consciousness embedded in 
culture. It gave them cause to question the authority of a radical intelligentsia drawn 
by its own analyses from marginal and ambiguous social strata to construct an 
adequate manifestation of proletarian power, And it drew them more and more 
toward the actual discourse of revolutionary masses, the impulse to make history in 
their own terms. And finally, the Black radical tradition forced them to reevaluate the 
nature and historical roles of ideology and consciousness. After all it had been as an 
emergent African people and not as slaves that Black men and women had opposed 
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enslavement. And long before the advent of the "madmen and specialists" (as Wole 
Soyinka phrased it), the military dictators and neocolonial petit bourgeoisies who in 
our own time have come to dominate Black societies in Africa and the Caribbean, the 
Black radical tradition had defined the terms of their destruction: the continuing 
development of a collective consciousness informed by the historical struggles for 
liberation and motivated by the shared sense of obligation to preserve the collective 
being, the ontological totality. 
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of too longstanding account. Enmeshed as they were in historical traditions boasting 
of, say, Elizabethan and Edwardian eras, Jeffersonian or Jacksonian structures, and SO 

on, rather singular and often superficial benchmarks had become the rule for estab- 
lishing the setting of human activity. Divisions of historical time seemed particularly 
easy things to recognize, attribute, distribute, and declare. To such intellects, then, the 
twentieth century would seem a text in its own right. In a moment, we shall investi- 
gate how poor a preparation this would be for the proper placement of Black revolu- 
tionary thinkers. 

Finally, of course, there was the overpowering spectacle of European radicalism 
and revolution apparently launched by the First World War. No matter their ideo- 
logical or theoretical legacy, liberal or otherwise, it seemed to some that these events 
were bound to the immediate forces that overtook the older capitalist order in the 
twentieth century. Moreover, the names of twentieth-century revolutionists-Zapata, 
Lenin, Trotsky, Gandhi, Mao, Fidel, Lumumba, Ho Chi Minh, Cabral (and many 
others)-represented at the same time, more than Marx and Engels had anticipated in 
the nineteenth century, and much less. In any case, it was eminently obvious to them 
that Black revolutionary thought found its beginnings here. There was little cause to 
look elsewhere. In 1966, Eugene Genovese, the radical historian, neatly asserted all 
three propositions in an attack on the idea of a Black radical tradition in America: 

American radicals have long been imprisoned by the pernicious notion that the 
masses are necessarily both good and revolutionary. . . . This viewpoint now 
dominates the black liberation movement, which has been fed for decades by white 
radical historians who in this one respect have set the ideological pace for their 
liberal colleagues. It has become virtually sacrilege-or at least white chauvinism- 
to suggest that slavery was a social system within which whites and blacks lived in 
harmony as well as antagonism, that there is little evidence of massive, organized 
opposition to the regime, that the blacks did not establish a revolutionary tradition 
of much significance, and that our main problem is to discover the reasons for the 
widespread accommodation and, perhaps more important, the long-term effects 
both of the accommodation and of that resistance which did occur.' 

Thus opposition to slavery was minimal; in "the absence or extreme weakness of such 
a tradition," Black nationalism as a movementwas a twentieth-century phenomenon; 
and the regard accorded to the revolutionary politics of the Black masses has its 
source in "white" radicalism. In the present chapter we will explore in detail this final 
thesis: the presumed relationship between Black radicalism and the European radical 
movement. It is by far the more important of the three propositions associated with 
the misconception of Black radicalism. Nevertheless, some attention to the habits of 
historical construction is warranted. It will prove a useful preliminary step, 1 believe, 
in our effort to recognize the continuity that exists between the Black rebellions of the 
previous centuries and the first articulations of a world revolutionary Black theory in 
the present century. 
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Capitalism, Imperialism, and 
the Black Middle Classes 

In chapter 6, because we were rehearsing events that assumed their shapes not less 
than one hundred years or so ago, our historical narrative worked, with the Western 
convention of centuries as terms of periodization, as a convenient scaffold. However, 
social processes, that is historical developments, are neither the products of nor 
meaningfully framed by such evenly measured periodicities. The French historian 
Fernand Braudel, for one important instance, made this point by extending the 
sixteenth century-the historical moment of the dawning of the modern capitalist 
world in the West-much beyond its formal claim of one hundred years.2 In a dif- 
ferent manner, the Russian revolutionary Leon Trotsky, just as apposite a figure for 
our subject here, had earlier confronted such facile assumptions by calling them out 
as forms of foreshortened chiliasm or millenariani~rn.~ Braudel understood that 
one hundred years was sometimes too short a period to encompass historical pro- 
cesses; Trotsky was amused by the suggestion that human activity might end or begin 
with the endings and beginnings of centuries. The point is that the construction of 
periods of time is only a sort of catchment for events. Their limited utility, though, is 
often abused when we turn from the orderingof things, that is chronological sequenc- 
ings, to the order of things, that is the arrangement of their significances, meanings, 
and relations. Increments of time contoured to abstract measure rarely match the 
rhythms of human action. It is important to bear this in mind as we seek to come to 
terms with the Black theorists whose writings and thoughts have appeared primarily 
in the twentieth century. Their era began with the endings of slavery. They were, it 
might be said, the children of the slaves. The phenomenology of slavery formed and 
informed them. And in the vortex of its ending, more particularly in the wake of the 
social forces that compelled new and different situatings of Blacks and others destined 
to serve as labor forces, these theorists discovered their shared social and intellectual 
location. The twentieth century was for the most part their biographical station, but 
merely one site in the zone of their interrogation. 

Still, in the post-slavery world order that was their setting, the Black ideologues 
who were to work in the twentieth century could not be other than strangers. This 
was to be their lot in whatever part of the Black world they were formed. C. L. R. 
James might have spoken for all of them when he wrote of the end of his school days: 
"There was no world for which I was fitted least of all the one I was now to enter."4 In 
Africa and the West Indies, European empires and colonies were either being dramat- 
ically reshaped by the dictates of state and commerce or spawned at points formerIy 
less accessible to capitalist e~pansion.~ In the United States and the Caribbean again, 
Black peoples were no longer conveniently lodged in or organized by slave systems. 
The Blacks of the New World could no longer be casually pinioned by the curious as 
slaves or-at the margins of such systems-as freemen. And, inevitably, their societies 
and subcultures upon which the intelligentsia drew were steadily becoming less au- 
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tochthonous. The social patterns, the habits of thought, language, and custom that 
had congealed in the laborers' communities of the Western hemisphere's slave sys- 
tems, though in many senses fundamentally conservative, were no longer as imper- 
vious to the penetrations of Western cultures as they had been in their "native" 
circumstance. The masses of Black peoples in the New World and in their ancestral 
homelands-as peasants, farmers, peons, agrarian workers, migrant and immigrant 
workers, domestics, skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled industrial laborers, and as 
labor reserves-now assumed more diverse and diffuse positions in the economic 
order. Black labor's new mobility, organization, and adaptability also meant that the 
subcultures within which it had been historically enveloped were subject more often 
to the intrusions of material and ideographic elements from the agents of the eco- 
nomically determinative social order. Though it might be correctly argued that much 
of this penetration was at first incidental, some of it clearly was not. Language, that is 
the languages and consciousness of rule and the ruling classes, was an instance of 
the latter. These accretions would have profound effects on the ideologues of the 
Black world. 

Marx and Engels, ifwe recall, had once conceived the notion that the bourgeoisie of 
Western Europe would succeed in transforming the whole of the world's nations into 
bourgeois societies-loci reduced to social orders of ruling and proletarian classes, as 
Marx declared in one of his prefaces to the first volume of Capital. Historically, 
however, capitalist expansion had had as its result only the most approximate relation 
to Marx's projected social divisions. In those parts of the world where resourceful 
indigenous ruling classes were encountered by the empire builders, collisions were 
inevitable. Not as inevitable were the results: some native elites were vanquished and 
destroyed, others not. Some, having led formidable anti-imperialist defenses, pre- 
served much of their independent cultures, whittling down foreign influences to the 
mundane exchanges required by colonial administration. Many, however (and it is 
within the British Empire that one finds the best examples), became part of the 
apparatus of "indirect rule," a system whose rationale could be so concisely put forth 
by one of its mechanics, the British anthropologist, Margery Perham: 

The basic difficulty [in carrying out "indirect rule"] is one that will appear in its 
different aspects-education, land-tenure, economic production, law-in all our 
coming discussions. It is (and here I speak especially of Africa) the great gap 
between the culture of rulers and ruled. In administration, reduced to its simplest 
terms, it means that for the most part the people do not understand what we want 
them to do, or, if they understand, do not want to do it. . . . [W]e endeavor to 
instruct the leaders of the people in the objects of our policy, in the hope that they 
will, by their natural authority, at once diffuse the instruction and exact the neces- 
sary ~bedience.~ 

For a time the collaboration of native elites was sufficient for the imperialist and 
colonial authorities. At the peripheries of the world system where forms of coerced 
labor had obtained, peasantries existed in proximity to agrarian workers, unskilled 
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workers to semi-skilled workers; labor reserves were directly and indirectly connected 
with those absorbed by the political instruments of authority: armies, militias, na- 
tive police. By the last decades of the nineteenth century, however, social forces set 
loose by imperialist invasions, wars, occupations, administrations, and co-optations, 
were maturing. 

In the middle tier of these societies rested the native petit bourgeoisie, wedged 
between the laboring classes beneath them and the foreign and native operatives of 
capital and the officials of the state above. Their social origins were complex and 
intertwined. One of their bases was the "mulatto" populations of the former slave 
societies and the colonies. This "brown" stratum was frequently the natural issue of 
racial systems where privilege of position and education was sometimes bestowed by 
white fathers (or mothers). In other instances it was the result of deliberate political 
policy. In his massive study, Caste, Class and Race, Oliver Cox stated the general rule: 

Where whites are mainly sojourning rulers, their numbers are usually relatively 
small. Ordinarily "home" is in Europe or America, and they seldom set their roots 
in the area. Here there is little hope of developing a significant white population. 
The white man's principal need is not a home but a satisfied and exploitable people 
to develop the resources of the country. This ruling class adopts a policy of "co- 
operation"; and, other things being equal, favors are distributed to the mixed- 
bloods on the basis of their apparent degrees of whiteness among the people of 
color. Degrees of color tend to become a determinant of status in a continuous 
social-class gradient, with whites at its upper reaches . . . the lighter the complex- 
ion, the greater the economic and social opp~rtunities.~ 

Another basis of the petit bourgeoisie was property. Some Blacks, but certainly with 
less frequency than occurred with what French coIonialists termed the petit blancs, 
had translated particular skills, traditional positions and knowledge into property 
(including slaves during the slave era). With slavery abolished, some of this Black- 
controlled capital was reconverted into professional skills in succeeding generations.* 
Frequently, however, the native middle classes had been directly formed as func- 
tionaries of the state-civil servants, minor as well as middling-and as agents of 
landed, mercantile, or manufacturing capital (often ab~entee) .~ And for sure, there 
were other paths leading to the privileges of this stratum, some less "legitimate" or 
conventional.1° 

For colonial administrators, however, the most problematic origins for the native 
petit bourgeoisie were the mission schools. From the fifteenth century and before, the 
missions had all along served as a part of the rationale for European colonialist and 
imperialist aspirations. Still, the correspondence between the ends of missionary 
work and the goals of imperialism had never been entirely true. For one, the mission- 
aries themselves, in the case of English imperialism, were often recruited from cob- 
nized peoples: that is, Scots, Irish, and Welsh." Such soldiers for Christ could be often 
quite ambivalent about the colonial power. Just as troubling were the potential con- 
flicts between faith and imperial interests. During the construction of slave systems 
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and afterward, the teaching of the tenets of Christian beliefs had taken as one of its 
presumptions the fact of the savage and the savage's or pagan's need. It was thus 
axiomatic that the proof of the missionary's success was the creation of civilized 
Christians-natives whose familiarity with European (or Euro-American) cultures 
and habits were as intimate as their experience with Christ.I2 This meant, though, 
that Christian missionaries in some instances felt some ambivalence toward such 
colonial policies as "indirect rule," especially "when it [was] held to involve the 
strengthening of animism or Islam," as A. Victor Murray put it.I3 Most significant, 
however, were the attitudes colonial administrators developed toward the activities of 
the missions. The construction of Black Europeans was overly ambitious in their eyes. 
In 1938, Arthur Mayhew would advise an Oxford University summer session for 
colonial administrators that "Before the Great War education was undoubtedly too 
'literary.' " And he then reported, with satisfaction, that "[flrom 1925 onwards great 
emphasis was laid on vocational training."14 Forty years later, Penelope Hetherington 
would penetrate Mayhew's objections: 

In the past missionaries had counted themselves successful if their work in the field 
of education had produced black Englishmen, Africans who seemed to have assim- 
ilated Western culture. But these missionary-educated Africans were anathema to 
many administrators and others. They were "cheeky" and demanded social equal- 
ity and political rights.15 

It had become necessary to rationalize colonial policy and mission education. The 
formation of native elites was to be more deliberate. In the beginning there would be 
an appropriate contingent of clerks and a limited number of professionals, not na- 
tionalistic intellectuals; in the West Indies, such was the educational policy laid down 
generally at the end ofthe nineteenth century. In Africa, where populations were large 
and mission schools relatively few, the same policy was inaugurated in the years 
following World War 1,16 and a common place by the 1930s. In 1933, the Report on 
African AfJairs read in part: 

Two especially important objects have been kept in view in framing the educational 
policy of Nigeria. The first to spread a sound education as widely as possible among 
the masses in order to produce, in course of time, a literate population able to 
participate intelligently in the economic, social and political development of the 
country. The second ideal is to train up as soon as may be a body of men and 
women who can perform some of the tasks in Government work and private 
enterprise for which at the first impact of western civilization it is necessary to 
import Europeans.17 

It soon became clear, however, that the colonial governments had moved too late. 
"Elite nationalism," one of the first political expressions of the Black petit bourgeoisie, 
was already propelling complements of the class into the older, more profound 
tradition of radicalism. Elliot Skinner would recall: 
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By the 1920s and ~p,os,  conflict and incoherence had spread into almost all aspects 
of life in colonial Africa. There appeared a group of Africans who had acquired the 
cultures of the colonizers and considered themselves to be British, French, and 
Portuguese. They had learned to consider Europe as home and had adopted Euro- 
pean clothing, speech, and mannerisms.I8 

Such was also the case in the Caribbean and in America (where the emergence of a 
middle class among Blacks could easily be traced back to the eighteenth century).I9 
Even in independent Haiti, where the Black and mulatto revolutionary armies had, by 
the beginnings of the nineteenth century, broken down into racial and class factions, a 
petit bourgeois nationalism found expression. The sugar-export sector of the Haitian 
economy had been destroyed during the revolutionary wars and subsequently was 
unable to compete with Cuban and Indian exports in the world system. And though a 
series of political eruptions from below had divided the land between large land- 
owners (Black and mulatto) and peasants, the majority of the peasants were landless 
and frequently rebellious. Commercial pursuits and control of the administration of 
the state had increasingly become the arenas contended for by the Black and mulatto 
groups within the ruling class. But in this conflict, Alex Dupuy asserts, "the largely 
landowning black faction and its allies, frustrated by the mulattoes in their attempt to 
control the state, had recourse to a noiriste or black nationalist ideology, claiming to 
be the sole representatives of the people because of their common skin c o l o ~ r . " ~ ~  
Inevitably, during the second half of the century, a radical Black ideology was articu- 
lated by renegades among the Black petit bourgeois intelligentsia. Eventually it was to 
mature in the work of Jean Price-Mars, Georges Sylvain, and Carlos Deambrosis 
Martins.*] In every sector of the Black world, the dialectic of exploitation would shake 
an increasing number to their very roots. And in time, as the fractures and contradic- 
tions of Western domination became more compelling, their presence and their 
purpose would become electrifyingly clear. 

Western Civilization and the 
Renegade Black Intelligentsia 

In the Anglophone, Francophone, and Latin territories of both hemispheres, the 
Black "middle classes" had become broadly identified by culture and language, that is, 
their abilities to absorb the cultures of their ruling classes and the reading and 
speaking of European tongues. Deracination, social, and cultural alienation had be- 
come the measures of their "civility," loyalty, and usefulness. And of course they 
shared with the mass of Blacks the knowledge that these veneers were the historical 
artifices of the structuring of authority, caste, race, and class, and that their particular 
adaptiveness was the mark of privilege and status. As intermediaries between Black 
labor and the world system in Africa, the Caribbean and North America, as mediators 
between Black workers and the social tapestry woven by capitalist-determined forms 
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of production, their skills were functional and the naturalness with which they ob- 
tained them only apparently so. In the West Indies as well as Africa, systems of 
colonial education tutored these complements of i rn~erial ism.~~ In North America in 
the decades following the Civil War, similar apparatuses were to be found in the 
southern states. Of his sector of the African diaspora, James has said: 

In every West Indian island, in those days from nineteen hundred for the first 
twenty or thirty years, there was always a secondary school. Always one. . . . In the 
school I went to there were nine masters, eight of them were either from Oxford or 
Cambridge, and the one who wasn't was a drawing master. Well, you needn't go to 
Oxford or Cambridge to be a drawing master.23 

Still, for these Black middle strata just as it was the case for the vast majority of Blacks, 
the dominant class and whites in general were not intimates of any immediate sort. In 
the Caribbean and Africa for the most part, whites were of a relatively small number. 
In Latin and North America, where European populations were statistically domi- 
nant, for most Blacks the whites were existentially a distant, fearful, and oppressive 
presence. Whites marked the landscape, and in a way, the boundaries of Black life, 
their lives, their habits, their very appearance the testament and detail of a cruel and 
unyielding order of social and spiritual regulation. For the radical Black ideologues- 
almost entirely circumscribed by native petit bourgeoisies-it was not only inevitable 
but also imperative that they would first acquire the stance of internal aliens. Those of 
special interest to us here bear this out. 

From Trinidad came George Padmore, C. L. R. James, Eric Williams, and Oliver C. 
Cox. Padmore (born Malcolm Ivan Meredith Nurse) and James were the sons of 
school  headmaster^.^^ Eric Williams, one of their most illustrious if prodigal students, 
was a product of the same Black petit bourgeoisie-at a somewhat lesser rank.25 
Oliver Cromwell Cox, as his name suggests, was the son of middle strata parents who 
it appears had taken the authority of their colonial "betters" at its In North 
America, W. E. B. Du Bois was reared by the "black Burghardts" amidst the more 
affluent white children of Great Barrington, Massachusetts. As he recalled his child- 
hood in one ofhis autobiographies, Darkwater, it was some time before he discovered 
that he was "colored:' and by then he had already absorbed the rather disdainful 
attitudes of his peers toward the few southern European immigrant families that 
made their appearance in Great Ba r r i ng t~n .~~  Only Richard Wright, among the radi- 
cal Black thinkers upon whom we shall lay emphasis, came from the Black sub- 
stratum. But even here, the son of a sometime itinerant Mississippi farmer and 
general laborer was also, on his mother's side, the heir of a family with middle strata 
p re tens i~ns .~~  Again, with the exception of Wright, they had all begun their adult lives 
destined for professional careers. Their childhoods had born the marks peculiar to 
the Black middle strata-the presumption that being Black was incidental to their 
expected social stations. They were launched into maturity, as Wright would declare 
for himself during one of his moments of acute alienation, as representatives of "the 
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West."29 Eventually this would prove to be the source of their contradictory compul- 
sions, their strengths, and their weaknesses. 

Among the vitalizing tools of the radical intelligentsia, of course the most crucial 
was words. Words were their means of placement and signification, the implements 
for discovery and revelation. With words they might and did construct new meanings, 
new alternatives, new realities for themselves and others. But language, that is Western 
culture, was more than some recumbent artifact to be used or not as the intelligentsia 
saw fit. Its place in their lives had been established long before they found the means of 
mastering it. Indeed, they were themselves in part defined by those languages of rule 
and commerce. In Frantz Fanon's poetic description, they were Black skins under 
white masks. James has quite effectively captured this contradiction: 

[Aime] Cesaire and I were talking one day, and I asked him: "Where do you come 
from?" He said, "Well I grew up in Martinique [and went to] the Victor Schoelscher 
school." . . . So I said: "What did you do there?" He told me: "Latin and Greek and 
French literature." And I said: "What next?" He said, "I went to France, and I went 
to the Ecole Normale Superiore." I said, "Yes I know that school. It is famous for 
producing scholars and Communists." (Cesaire was one of the first in each depart- 
ment: he was one of the finest scholars and he was a notable Communist.) And I 
said: "What did you do there?" And he said: "Latin and Greek and French litera- 
ture.'' And then I said: "Where did you go from there?" And he said: "I went to the 
Sorbonne." And I said, "I suppose you did there Latin and Greek and French 
Literature?" And he said: "Exactly." He said, "But there is one thing more." And I 
asked: "What is that?" He said, "I went back to teach in Martinique, and I went to 
the Victor Schoelscher school, and there I taught Latin and Greek and French 
literature." So when Cesaire wrote his tremendous attack upon Western civilization, 
In Return to My Native Land, and said that Negritude was a statement for some 
concepts of civilization which the Black people had and which would be important 
in any development of civilization away from capitalist society, he was able to make 
this ferocious attack upon Western civilization because he knew it inside out. . . . He 
had spent some twenty years studying it.30 

As it had been for Cesaire, so it was for all of them. They would all pass through the 
prepossessing claims of bourgeois ideology for Western cultural superiority with 
their only modestly disguised racialism. But eventually they would emerge convinced 
that a larger and different achievement was required. At first they would believe that 
the answer lay in the vision of class struggle, the war between brothers, as Julius 
Nyerere would later characterize Marxist socialist theory." That conception, too, 
would prove to be insufficient. As Cox would write in his own summary consider- 
ations of Marx and Engels, their conceptualization of capitalism was only a partial 
realization of the historical forces that had created the Black ideologues and that they 
sought to comprehend and defeat.32 Ineluctably, as we shall see, the events that did 
most to shape their era-the crises of world capitalism, the destructive dialectic of 
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imperialism, and the historical and ideological revelations of the naivety of Western 
socialism-drove them into a deeper consciousness. Appropriately, what Padmore 
found it necessary to do in the rnid-l93os, Wright in the early i94os, and James at the 
end of that decade, was later echoed by Cesaire's declaration in 1956: 

What I demand of Marxism and Communism is that they serve the black peoples, 
not that the black peoples serve Marxism and Communism. Philosophies and 
movements must serve the people, not the people the doctrine and the move- 
ment. . . . A doctrine is of value only if it is conceived by us and for us, and revised 
through us. . . . We consider it our duty to make common cause with all who 
cherish truth and justice, in order to form organizations able to support effectively 
the black peoples in their present and future struggle-their struggle for justice, for 
culture, for dignity, for liberty. . . . Because of this, please accept my resignation 
from the Party.33 

From such moments as these, each in his own time, turned his face to the historical 
tradition of Black liberation and became Black radicals. They began the realization of 
their history and their theoretical task. We shall now consider how this came about 
and what were its several theoretical and ideological significations. We shall proceed 
historically, adhering as closely as it is possible to the processes that encompassed 
scholarship, practice, and consciousness, and eventually spanned historiography and 
the development of a theory of Black struggle. As we shall discover, the contributions 
of these intellects are enormous, their productivity massive. For these reasons, neces- 
sarily we shall explore only a portion of their work. Hopefully our review will touch 
on the more important parts. Much, however, will remain still to be said, understood, 
and discussed. Theirs is a living legacy. But always we must keep in mind that their 
brilliance was also derivative. The truer genius was in the midst of the people of 
whom they wrote. There the struggle was more than words or ideas but life itself. 
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Chapter Seven 
I. "Atrocities by rebellious slaves in the United States did not occur often. Rebels killed whites but rarely 

tortured or mutilated them. They rarely, that is, committed against whites the outrages that whites 
regularly committed against them. Elsewhere in the hemisphere, where maroon wars and large-scale 
rebellions encouraged harsh actions, reactions, and reprisals, the level of violence and atrocity rose. But 
everywhere the overwhelming burden of evidence convicts the slaveholding regimes of countless crimes, 
including the most sadistic tortures, to every single act of barbarism by the slaves." Eugene Genovese, From 
Rebellion to Revolution, op. cit., p. log. 

2. Two observations by Henry Bleby during his investigation of the Jamaican rebellion in 1831 are quite 
typical: "The hired advocate of slavery, Mr. Bortwick, in his lectures of 1833, which were designed to defend 
and uphold the system, and cover or misrepresent its cruelties and oppressions, laid much stress on the 
murders, rapes, and other outrages, said to have been committed by the slaves in Jamaica during the 
insurrection; and the people of Great Britain were triumphantly referred to these as examples of what 
might be looked for from them in the event of their emancipation. But very few instances of such 
barbarities were ever brought before the public properly authenticated." And elsewhere: "I confess I have 
always regarded it as a singular feature in the history of that period, that so few instances occurred of 
cruelty practiced towards the whites, whether males or females, who at different times fell into the hands of 
the blacks. Fifty thousand slaves were, probably, more or less concerned in the insurrection; and amongst 
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'baser' actions and qualities of the 'inferior' races of the world." Street, op. cit., p. 19. See also Daniel A. 
Offiong, "The Cheerful School and the Myth of the Civilizing Mission of Colonial Imperialism," Pan- 
African lournalg, no. 1 (1976): 35-54. 
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ized Black radical intelligentsia first began the formulation of Black radical theory. 
The terrain was not made by choice but dictated by historical inheritance. 

When the investigation into the conflicts extant between Western radicalism and 
the struggle for Black liberation was initiated, it was with the gnawing intuition that 
something known to be fundamental to the Western experience was being trivialized 
by the American radical tradition. Among my colleagues there was the sense that 
something so important as to challenge the very foundations of progressive politics 
and thought lay beyond the conceptualizations that admittedly had inspired formida- 
ble displays of progressive work and activity. Some knowledge, some aspect of Black 
consciousness was unaccounted for in the Marxist explication of the historical pro- 
cesses and source of the motives to which were attributed the social formations of the 
modern world. In its conceptually formidable reaction against irresponsible power, 
calculated social destruction, and the systematic exploitation of human beings, there 
seemed to us to be a discernible reluctance in Western radicalism, or to put it more 
strongly, a flight from the recognition that something more than objective material 
forces were responsible for "the nastiness" as Peter Blackman puts it. There was the 
sense that something of a more profound nature than the obsession with property 
was askew in a civilization that could organize and celebrate-on a scale beyond 
previous human experience-the brutal degradations of life and the most acute 
violations of human destiny. It seemed a certainty that the system of capitalism was 
part of it, but as well symptomatic of it. It needed a name as the philosopher Hobbes 
might say. It was not simply a question of outrage or concern for Black survival. It was 
a matter of comprehension. 

The outrage, I believe, was most certainly informed by the Africanity of our con- 
sciousness-some epistemological measure culturally embedded in our minds that 
deemed that the racial capitalism we have been witness to was an unacceptable 
standard of human conduct. It was also the case that the source of our outrage 
characterized that conduct as inexplicable. The depths to which racialist behavior has 
fouled Western agencies transgressed against a world-consciousness rooted in our 
African past. Nevertheless, the sense of deep sadness at the spectacle of Western racial 
oppression is shared with other non-Western peoples. In these circumstances and in a 
certain sense only, Black survival must of course be taken as problematical. But its 
truer significance has been determined by received tradition. 

I have said that the inquiry into what lay behind the sense of the inadequacies ofthe 
Marxian critique was compelled by the question of understanding. The encounter 
between African and European had been abrupt, not so much in historical terms as in 
philosophical ones. The Western civilization that burst forth from its medieval quar- 
antine prosecuted its racial sense of social order, its feudal habits of domination, with 
a vengeance. By the ending of the Middle Ages, racialism was a routine manifestation, 
finding expression even in the more exotic mental recesses of the maniac and hysteri- 
cal. For 400 years, from the fifteenth to the nineteenth century, while the capitalist 
mode of production in Europe engulfed agrarian and artisanal workers, transforming 
them over the generations into expropriated, dependent fodder for concentration in 
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factories, disciplined to the rhythms and turbulences of the manufacturing process, 
the organizers of the capitalist world system appropriated Black labor power as 
consfant capital. Blacks were extracted from their social formations through mecha- 
nisms that, by design and historical coincidence, minimized the disruption of the 
production of labor. While vast reserves of labor were amassed in the Poor Houses 
and slums of Europe's cities and manufacturing towns and villages, in the African 
hinterland some semblance of traditional life continued to reproduce itself, sharing 
its social product-human beings-with the Atlantic slave system. For those African 
men and women whose lives were interrupted by enslavement and transportation, it 
was reasonable to expect that they would attempt, and in some ways realize, the re- 
creation of their lives. It was not, however, an understanding of the Europeans that 
preserved those Africans in the grasp of slavers, planters, merchants, and colonizers. 
Rather, it was the ability to conserve their native consciousness of the world from 
alien intrusion, the ability to imaginatively re-create a precedent metaphysic while 
being subjected to enslavement, racial domination, and repression. This was the raw 
material of the Black radical tradition, the values, ideas, conceptions, and construc- 
tions of reality from which resistance was manufactured. And in each instance of 
resistance, the social and psychological dynamics that are shared by human commu- 
nities in long-term crises resolved for the rebels the particular moment, the collective 
and personal chemistries that congealed into social movement. But it was the mate- 
rials constructed from a shared philosophy developed in the African past and trans- 
mitted as culture, from which revolutionary consciousness was realized and the 
ideology of struggle formed. 

As we have commented, though rebellion might appear warranted to the Euro- 
peans who witnessed the uprisings of African peoples, the forms that Black resistance 
assumed were incomprehensible. Ultimately many such witnesses fell easily into 
whatever language was on hand to evoke mystery: the participants in Black resistance 
were seen as having reverted to savagery; were under the influence of satanic mad- 
men; had passed beyond the threshold of sanity. To the Europeans charged with the 
responsibilities of preserving the sources of Black labor or control over that labor, the 
only effective response to Black rebellion was massive, indiscriminate violence and 
afterward the routine of brutality. More frequently than not, the logic of racial 
domination that had already endured for centuries invoked no alternatives. On this 
score it had always to be an unequal contest, not because of the superiority of 
weapons or the preponderance of numbers but because such violence did not come 
naturally to African peoples. The civilizations of Europe and Africa in those terms 
had also been very different. For far longer than a millennium, the history of Europe 
had amounted to an almost uninterrupted chronology of fratricidal warfare and its 
celebration. The museums of the civilization are the current testament to that pre- 
occupation, its histories chilling accounts. In Africa, where the incident of state and 
imperial formations and total warfare were rarer, conflict could and was more fre- 
quently resolved by migration and resettlement. Eventually the penetration of Islam 
into Africa and the organization of the Red Sea and Mediterranean slave systems had 
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made some real difference but it was the scale of the Atlantic slave trade and the racial 
cacophony of European colonialism that would dictate the more profound adjust- 
ment to violence. And this too was misunderstood by the Europeans, translated as 
might be expected into the discourse of superior and inferior races. While the Euro- 
pean ruling classes humbled their own workers by force and cultural hegemony, the 
points of contact between Europeans and Blacks were enveloped by violence. 

The first forms of struggle in the Black radical tradition, however, were not struc- 
tured by a critique of Western society but from a rejection of European slavery and a 
revulsion of racism in its totality. Even then, the more fundamental impulse of Black 
resistance was the preservation of a particular social and historical consciousness 
rather than the revolutionary transformation of feudal or merchant capitalist Europe. 
Why the pathology of race was so dominant a part of Western consciousness or what 
might be done to change that character was of less concern than how Black peoples 
might survive the encounter. This perhaps is part of the explanation of why, so often, 
Black slave resistance naturally evolved to marronage as the manifestation of the 
African's determination to disengage, to retreat from contact. To reconstitute the 
community, Black radicals took to the bush, to the mountains, to the interior. 

Just as in Africa until the last quarter of the nineteenth century retreat had been a 
possible response of African peoples, it was similarly the case at the sites of slave labor. 
In the Caribbean islands as well as in Latin America and North America, Black 
peoples found means of disengagement. Away from the plantations, in the security of 
mountain retreats, on the continent toward the up-country sources of the great rivers 
that emptied into the ocean at the coasts, Black communities could be reestablished. 
And the very existence of such settlements enhanced the morale of those who re- 
mained in captivity. Over the generations, the successive depositions of new labor, the 
maroon settlements, and the legends of such communities further enriched the radi- 
cal tradition. And each generation among the slaves contributed to the further broad- 
ening of Black consciousness and the ideology of the tradition. And while the trade 
itself expanded in response to the interactions of exchange, commodity-demands and 
surplus production in the world system, within the slave communities a Black people 
evolved. Manifest expressions of Black radicalism such as marronage, arson, the 
destruction of work tools, and even open rebellion were complemented by less overt 
forms. When separation was not possible, open revolts might fester; where rebellion 
was immediately impractical, the people prepared themselves through obeah, voo- 
doo, Islam, and Black Christianity. Through these they induced charismatic expecta- 
tions, socializing and hardening themselves and their young with beliefs, myths, and 
messianic visions that would allow them, someday, to attempt the impossible. Their 
history confirmed these processes; their fruition could be seen in the papaloi of the 
Haitian Revolution; the obeah men and women who crowd the trial records of slave 
rebellions in the Caribbean and elsewhere; the Muslim revolts in Brazil; the rebel 
preachers who appear at the center of resistance in Jamaica, Suriname, and North 
America. Through it all, of course, the perturbations of the world system constituted 
the parameters, the conditions of being of Black resistance. 
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In seventeenth-century colonial North America, marronage appeared first. But as 
the eighteenth century succeeded the seventeenth, marronage as the prevalent form 
of Black resistance became increasingly difficult, as merchant and manufacturing 
capitalists expanded plantation slavery, rationalized the structures of domination be- 
tween the colonies, and defeated the native Americans. As slave communities formed, 
marronage was eventually superseded. By the middle of the eighteenth century, for 
the mass of Blacks the steady transfusion, via the Atlantic, of new Africans, the genius 
of Black Christianity, the construction of Creole dialects, the founding of Black and 
Seminole-like maroon communities, the flight to the Black quarters of southern 
cities, the plotting and actualizing of rebellions, and the construction of familial and 
communal relations in the slave quarters, were all a part of their preservation as an 
African people and the nurture of the Black radical tradition. On the other hand, the 
drift toward assimilation to the Europeans by a fraction of the Black population was 
of little importance. The crude racialism that walled American culture exacted a toll 
that only the most desperately alienated at the racial and psychological margins of the 
Black and white societies could be expected to pay. By the end of the century, new 
possibilities for Black radicalism arose with first the colonial rebellion and then the 
Haitian Revolution. Blacks fought with the English against the rebels and witnessed 
the more relevant resistance in Haiti. And well into the nineteenth century, the 
experience absorbed by Black participants in the rebellion of the colonial ruling class 
against its English superiors and the example (and the indirect if not direct assistance) 
of the Haitian revolutionists facilitated mass resistance as the dominant expression of 
Black radicalism. Like the Haitian slaves, disengagement was the ideological currency 
of the rebel American Blacks; the absolute rejection of American society and the 
persistent denunciation of racialism as a basis of civilized conduct. Before the Civil 
War, with slave production now more important economically than it had ever been 
as a direct result of the industrial revolutionizing of English manufacturing, the Black 
radical commitment was echoed by the ideologists of the slave rebellions and the 
Black refugees from slavery. It was given expression among the militant Black "aboli- 
tionists," in the assemblies of the emigration movement, and among Blacks such 
as the Chatham conventioneers who, with John Brown, planned the overthrow of 
the slave system. The evidence of the tradition's persistence and ideological vitality 
among the Black slave masses was to be found not only in the rebellions and the 
underground but as well in the shouts, the spirituals, the sermons, and the very 
textual body of Black Christianity. After the Civil War, in the wake of the years of 
fighting and the subsequent years ofbeing victimized by terror and the manipulations 
of the industrial, financial, and plantocratic classes, streams of Black emigrationists 
sought again the safety of distance. In the late nineteenth century, like their migrating 
counterparts in South Africa, Brazil, and Cuba who desperately sought for distance 
from European settlements, American Blacks were convinced anew that their preser- 
vation as a people was at stake. The possibilities of that option, however, were already 
receding. New conditions, new resolves, and new stratagems were overtaking them. 

The formal endings of slave systems of production in the nineteenth century 
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marked the beginnings of a profound reorganization of the capitalist world system. In 
Europe, Africa, Asia, and the Americas, through the deepening penetrations of mo- 
nopoly capitalism and the impositions of hegemonic colonialisms, slaves were dis- 
placed as a source of cheap labor power by peasants and migrant laborers. In Africa, 
whereas the slave trade had dislocated the reproductive cycles of certain social forma- 
tions along the coasts of West and southern Africa, the "new imperialism" of monop- 
oly capitalism demanded a more destructive form of appropriation and exploitation. 
The colonial state parasitized the peasants of the continent's agrarian hinterlands, 
transforming traditional economic sectors from the project of reproduction into the 
source and support of forcibly recruited labor and the sites of cash-crop monoculture 
and the extraction of minerals and raw materials. To the extent that wage labor 
expanded in Africa, its level of support was limited to maintenance and not reproduc- 
tion of labor. In the New World there were also changes. The systems of reconstitu- 
tion of Black communities were, as well, assaulted by forms of forced labor: peonage, 
share-cropping, and less than subsistence farming. Moreover, Black workers were 
subject to displacement from productive land and to publicly and privately organized 
campaigns of terror and intimidation. Ineluctably, resistance was propelled toward 
new forms, new consciousness, and new ideologies. 

The anticolonial struggles that were increasingly mounted from the mid-nineteenth 
century on were the beginnings of the transformation of Black radicalism into an 
engaged confrontation with European domination. Indeed, it was as a response to the 
mass resistances to colonialism that the other human contradictions to which colonial 
domination was inherently vulnerable were catalyzed. The very nature of colonial 
dominance required the adaptation or creation of privileged strata among the domi- 
nated people. And from the conflict, which was inevitable between the native "bour- 
geoisie" and their colonial masters, a renegade intelligentsia was induced, one to which 
the idea of a total opposition, a nationalist confrontation and critique of Western 
society was necessary and natural. The experience of the Black petit bourgeoisies, their 
intimacy with European power, culture, society, and racism, and their contradictory 
relations to them, in time drew from their number nationalists and radical national- 
ists. While the nationalists generally confined their attentions to the struggles at home 
where their ambitions could most immediately be realized, the radical nationalists 
were really internationalists, settling into variants of Pan-Africanism or socialism. 
Invariably, some of the radicals would be ideologically attracted to the opposition 
movements gestated within Western society itself. Their ambivalence toward the Black 
masses, their social and psychological identifications with European culture made 
the analytical and theoretical authority of European socialism an almost irresistible 
political ideology. For some that proved sufficient. For others, however, the con- 
tinuing formation of militant nationalist and workers' movements in the colonial 
world raised questions about the breadth and acuity of European socialists. And as 
mass Black radicalism adapted to the instrument of people's wars as the form of the 
anti-imperialist struggle, its revolutionary intelligentsia began the critique or reloca- 
tion of socialist theory. For them, the struggles of the European working classes were 
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linked with the anti-imperialist movements of the nonindustrial world. The gulf 
between class struggle and anti-imperialist and nationalist activity began to be closed. 

In the Caribbean and North America (where a racial politics analogous to that of 
colonialism had produced a complementary Black radical intelligentsia), when for 
much of the first half of the twentieth century the crises of monopoly capitalism 
struck the world system, a generation of these ideologues was already formed and 
ready to respond to the social upheavals in Europe, America, and the colonial world. 
Others affixed themselves to socialist movements after the rebellions of European 
workers had subsided and bourgeois democracy, the liberal representation of mo- 
nopoly capitalism from its infancy, gave way in Italy, Germany, and Spain to the more 
openly repressive face of the fascist state. To the colonial and American Black radicals, 
the objections raised to fascism by liberal and socialist ideologues brought to the fore 
the parallels between colonialism and fascism and the ambivalence, hypocrisies, and 
impotence of the intellectuals in the metropoles of the European empires. Many of 
the leading activists among the Black intelligentsia, having previously committed 
themselves to drawing their nationalist struggles within the orbit of the socialist 
movement, found it necessary to move past their European comrades. It was both 
natural and historically logical that some would resurrect Pan-Africanism as a radical 
ideology and recognize further its potential as a radical theory of struggle and history. 
From the early 1930s on, a radical Pan-Africanism emerged. And in the work of Du 
Bois, James, and Wright, of Oliver Cox, Eric Williams, and George Padmore, the 
elements of its first phase were discernible. 

When Du Bois and James set about the recovery of the history of the revolutionary 
Black struggle, they were driven from an implied to an explicit critique of Marxism. 
As Black men grown sensitive to the day-to-day heroism demanded for Black sur- 
vival, they were particularly troubled by the casual application of preformed catego- 
ries to Black social movements. It appeared to them that Western Marxists, uncon- 
sciously bound by a Eurocentric perspective, could not account for nor correctly 
assess the revolutionary forces emerging from the Third World. The racial meta- 
physics of Western consciousness-the legacy of a civilization-shielded their fellow 
socialists from the recognition of racialism's influence on the development and struc- 
tures of the capitalist system, and conceptually pardoned them from a more acute 
inquiry into the categories of their own thought. Without some form of intervention, 
the socialist movement would be doomed to disaster. 

The first initiative of Du Bois, who himself had been matured by his encounter 
with American Black nationalism, was to reassess the historical role of the industrial 
working classes. In the beginning he had intended a modest proposal: without the aid 
of the Black masses, no American working-class movement could succeed in over- 
turning the capitalist ruling class. However, his investigation of the Black radical 
tradition of the mid-nineteenth century pushed his analysis further and deeper, 
beyond the presumptions of the revolutionary theory and politics of his time. Antici- 
pating the more sustained expositions of Eric Williams and Oliver Cox, Du Bois 
became convinced that capitalism and slavery were related systemically; that monop- 
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oly capitalism had extended rather than arrested that relationship; and that the forces 
implicated in the dissolution of capitalism could emerge from the contradictions of 
that relationship. History provided his evidence. In the turbulence of the American 
Civil War and a social revolution carried through by the mobilized slaves and the 
white agrarian workers, it had been the manufacturing and industrial working classes 
that had hesitated, drawn to counterrevolution by racism and a short-sighted percep- 
tion of their class interest. The class struggle had been distorted and a proletarian 
revolutionary consciousness among nineteenth-century American workers had been 
effectively interdicted by the ideological power of racism and the seductiveness of the 
bourgeois myth of social mobility. It was the slaves (in truth an enslaved peasantry) 
and other agrarian workers who had mounted the attack on capitalism. It was, Du 
Bois observed, from the periphery and not the center that the most sustained threat to 
the American capitalist system had materialized. The rebellious slaves, vitalized by a 
world-consciousness drawn from African lore and composing their American experi- 
ence into a rebellious art, had constituted one of the crucial social bases in contradic- 
tion to bourgeois society. For Du Bois, the recovery of this last fact became as 
elementary to revolutionary theory as a recognition of the peasant masses whose 
revolts in Russia, Mexico, and China had rocked the ruling classes of the twentieth 
century. Just as important for him, however, was the realization that the racism of the 
American "white" working classes and their general ideological immaturity had ab- 
negated the extent to which the conditions of capitalist production and relations 
alone could be held responsible for the social development of the American pro- 
letariat. The collective and individual identities of American workers had responded 
as much to race as they had to class. The relations of production were not determi- 
nant. Du Bois would pursue this issue politically but not theoretically. Nevertheless, it 
had become clear to him that in Marxist theory much uncertainty remained with 
respect to the significance that could be made of the historical appearance of the 
proletarian class under capitalism and the evolution of working-class consciousness. 

In the reconstruction of the Haitian Revolution, James in his way reached even 
deeper into the Black radical tradition and into the issue of its resolution within 
Marxism. More an internationalist than even Du Bois, notwithstanding the latter's 
broad experience and wide concerns, James had intellectually absorbed the conflict- 
ing traditions associated with the cultural raison d'Ctre of Victorian imperialism, the 
doctrines of Marxist-Leninism, and the nascent radical nationalism of colonial Trini- 
dad. But as an ideologue of the Fourth International movement he had been led to a 
rigorous critique of them all and a rejection of any easy accommodation. Concurring 
with Du Bois's intuition that Western radicalism had indulged a tendency to pe- 
ripheralize the antiracist and anti-imperialist struggles, James attempted a theoretical 
reconciliation of the Black and Western radical traditions. With the Russian Revolu- 
tion in mind, he framed the Haitian Revolution against the Bolshevik model. But his 
attempt to lend Marxian authority to the slave revolutionists forced to the surface an 
unintended consideration. While he might suspend the disquieting realization that 
the revolution had occurred in the absence of those conditions and the particular 
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consciousness that Marxian theory determined necessary for a modern social revolu- 
tion, he could not avoid a kindred problem: the reevaluation of the nature and the 
historical role of the revolutionary petit bourgeois intelligentsia and its presump- 
tions. For a decade after the appearance of The Black Jacobins, James would wrestle 
with the social and ideological ambivalence of this "renegade" strata, eventually 
articulating a critique of it as the source of leadership of the revolutionary masses. In 
Haiti as well as in Russia, Lenin's theory of "the dictatorship of the proletariat" had 
been shown to be insufficient. No revolutionary cadre, divorced from the masses, 
ensconced in state bureaucracy, and abrogating to itself the determination of the best 
interests of the masses, could sustain the revolution or itself. James would come to the 
theoretical position that "in the decisive hour" (as Marx and Engels were wont to say) 
it was only the consciousness and activity of the revolutionary masses that could 
preserve the revolution from compromise, betrayal, or the ill-considered usurpation 
of revolutionary authority. It was his study of the revolutionary masses of Haiti, 
France, Russia and Africa, and his work in England, America and Trinidad rather 
than the Bolshevik state that would persuade him of the actual fact of Lenin's dictum: 
"every cook can govern." 

But it was Richard Wright who was better placed than either Du Bois, James, 
Padmore, Williams, or Cox to articulate the revolutionary consciousness of the Black 
masses and to assess the cultural debilitation of Marxian politics. Wright had as his 
vantage points his origins in the rural and urban Black working classes and his 
experience of the American Communist movement. Unlike Du Bois who came to 
Black cultural life from its margins and would stand at a distance to describe the 
revolutionary ideas of the American slaves as a mixture of legend, whimsy, and art, 
and unlike James whose appreciation of Black culture was often cerebral ("the me- 
dium" is how James would describe the voodoo ideology of the Haitian revolution- 
ists, and the calypso of the West Indian masses) when not single-minded (about 
cricket and the novels of his age-mates and peers), Wright evoked in his writings the 
language and experience of "ordinary" Black men and women. In this way he pressed 
home the recognition that whatever the objective forces propelling a people toward 
struggle, resistance, and revolution, they would come to that struggle in their own 
cultural terms. Among Blacks, a culture of a mass conscious of itself had evolved from 
African civilization, the centuries of resistance to slavery, and the opposition to a 
racial social order. In the syncopations and the phrases, the scamp and the beat, the 
lyric and melody of Black language, Black beliefs, Black music, sexual and social 
relations and encounters, Wright's work reconstructed the resonances of Black Amer- 
ican consciousness in its contests with reality. The quests pursued in his novels and 
essays were set to the improvisational possibilities obtained in that Black culture's 
collisions with its own parameters and those prescribed by the market forces and 
labor demands of capitalism and by a racialist culture. From the measured discourse 
of a Black culture he illustrated the limits of a socialist movement that persisted in too 
many abstractions, too far removed, and was prey to the arrogance of racial paternal- 
ism. Wright made it clear that the objections raised by Du Bois, Padmore, James, 
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Williams, Cox, and other Black radicals were grounded from below in the historical 
consciousness of the Black masses. In Wright's time, in part because of the various 
native and immigrant national and ethnic constituents making it up, the "white" 
working class had not yet obtained a collective historical and cultural integration of 
its own. As a class brought into being at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning 
of the twentieth century by racial capitalism, to the extent that it existed, the workers' 
collective consciousness remained a racial one subject to the disciplining ideologies of 
the bourgeois class and responsive to what they had been led to believe was "American 
culture." While that was true, only a small fraction of the class was capable of an 
alliance with the Black liberation struggle. In the meanwhile, it became increasingly 
clear to Wright and his colleagues that the project of revolutionary change required 
reassessment and reconceptualization. 

It is now a generation later. In the intervening years the Black radical tradition has 
matured, assuming new forms in revolutionary movements in Africa, the Caribbean, 
and North America. In the ideas of revolutionaries, among them Patrice Lumumba, 
Kwame Nkrumah, Amilcar Cabral, Julius Nyerere, Robert Mugabe, Augustinho Neto, 
Eduardo Mondlane, Marcelino dos Santos, Frantz Fanon, Aime Cesaire, Walter Rod- 
ney, and Angela Davis, Black radicalism has remained a currency of resistance and 
revolt. However, the evolution of Black radicalism has occurred while it has not been 
conscious of itself as a tradition. Doubtlessly there have been advantages to this. There 
have been no sacred texts to be preserved from the ravages of history. There have been 
no intellects or leaders whose authority secured ideological and theoretical confor- 
mity and protected their ideas from criticism. There has been no theory to inoculate 
the movements of resistance from change. But it, too, is certain that there have been 
disadvantages; partial comprehensions that it has now become imperative to tran- 
scend. The fractioning of African peoples is dysfunctional. 

Meanwhile the clock of "modern times" is running down. Within Western culture, 
that is the very civilization that in recent centuries has dominated a quarter of the 
world and acquired so little consciousness in its experience with the rest, what once 
were but faint signs of breakdown are now in bold evidence. Not even the brilliant 
wizardry of high technological achievement can mute the rumblings from the degen- 
erating mechanism. It is the occasion of opposition and contradiction and the mo- 
ment of opportunity. That is because the times that mark the dissolutions of civiliza- 
tions compound the maturations of both internal and external processes. 

Physically and ideologically, and for rather unique historical reasons, African peo- 
ples bridge the decline of one world order and the eruption (we may surmise) of 
another. It is a frightful and uncertain space of being. If we are to survive, we must 
take nothing that is dead and choose wisely from among the dying. 

The industrial nations are self-destructing. Others, too, of course, will be affected. 
But the racial mythology that accompanied capitalist industrial formation and pro- 
vided its social structures engendered no truly profound alternatives. The social, 
ideological, and political oppositions generated within Western societies have proven 
unequal to the task. They have acquired historical significance only when they re- 
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ceived comfort in the consciousness ofThird World peoples. There they mingled with 
other cultures, taking their place among social priorities and historical visions largely 
alien from their sites of origin. Such instances were the agrarian socialist revolutions 
among the Indian peasants of Mexico early in this century; the coterminous social 
revolutions and nationalist upheavals within the Russian Empire; the revolutionary 
peasant movements of China and India; and in the period following the Second 
World War, the national liberation movements of Madagascar and Cuba and on the 
continents of Africa and Central and South America. The critique of the capitalist 
world system acquired determinant force not from movements of industrial workers 
in the metropoles but from those of the "backward" peoples of the world. Only an 
inherited but rationalized racial arrogance and a romanticism stiffened by pseudo- 
science could manage to legitimate a denial of these occurrences. Western Marxism, 
in either of its two variants-critical-humanist or scientific-has proven insufficiently 
radical to expose and root out the racialist order that contaminates its analytic and 
philosophic applications or to come to effective terms with the implications of its 
own class origins. As a result, it has been mistaken for something it is not: a total 
theory of liberation. The ensuing errors have sometimes been horrendous, inducing 
in their wake dogmas of certainty characterized by desperation. 

The Black radical tradition suggests a more complete contradiction. In social and 
political practice, it has acquired its immediate momentum from the necessity to 
respond to the persisting threats to African peoples characteristic of the modern 
world system. Over the many generations, the specificity of resistance-at best secur- 
ing only a momentary respite-has given way to the imperatives of broader collec- 
tivities. Particular languages, cultures, and social sensibilities have evolved into world- 
historical consciousness. The distinctions of political space and historical time have 
fallen away so that the making of one Black collective identity suffuses nationalisms. 
Harbored in the African diaspora there is a single historical identity that is in opposi- 
tion to the systemic privations of racial capitalism. Ideologically, it cements pain to 
purpose, experience to expectation, consciousness to collective action. It deepens 
with each disappointment at false mediation and reconciliation, and is crystallized 
into ever-increasing cores by betrayal and repression. The resoluteness of the Black 
radical tradition advances as each generation assembles the data of its experience to 
an ideology of liberation. The experimentation with Western political inventories of 
change, specifically nationalism and class struggle, is coming to a close. Black radical- 
ism is transcending those traditions in order to adhere to its own authority. It will 
arrive as points of resistance here, rebellion there, and mass revolutionary movements 
still elsewhere. But each instance will be formed by the Black radical tradition in an 
awareness of the others and the consciousness that there remains nothing to which it 
may return. Molded by a long and brutal experience and rooted in a specifically 
African development, the tradition will provide for no compromise between libera- 
tion and annihilation. 

The radical nationalist movements of our time in Africa and the African diaspora 
have come at a historical moment when substantial numbers of the world's Black 
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peoples are under the threat of physical annihilation or the promise of prolonged and 
frightening debilitation. The famines that have always accompanied the capitalist 
world system's penetration of societies have increased in intensity and frequency. 
The appearance of literally millions of Black refugees, drifting helplessly beyond the 
threshold of human sensibility, their emaciated bodies feeding on their own tissues, 
have become commonplace. The systematic attack on radical Black polities, and the 
manipulation of venal political puppets are now routine occurrences. Where Blacks 
were once assured of some sort of minimal existence as a source of cheap labor, mass 
unemployment and conditions of housing and health that are of near-genocidal 
proportions obtain. The charades of neocolonialism and race relations have worn 
thin. In the metropoles, imprisonment, the stupor of drugs, the use of lethal force by 
public authorities and private citizens, and the more petty humiliations of racial 
discrimination have become epidemic. And over the heads of all, but most par- 
ticularly those of the Third World, hangs the discipline of massive nuclear force. Not 
one day passes without confirmation of the availability and the willingness to use 
force in the Third World. It is not the province of one people to be the solution or the 
problem. But a civilization maddened by its own perverse assumptions and contra- 
dictions is loose in the world. A Black radical tradition formed in opposition to that 
civilization and conscious of itself is one part of the solution. Whether the other 
oppositions generated from within Western society and without will mature remains 
problematical. But for now we must be as one. 
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